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Posting a comment
When posting a comment, a number of conditions apply. You must abide to the legal rules and the general standards of decency. In addition, there are things MySeries would rather not see. If you do not follow the rules, this may be a reason to delete your comment. If you repeatedly break the rules, we may decide to permanently block/remove your account.

We will not tolerate the following comments, your comment will be deleted without reason:
	Violence, name-calling, racism, extreme-right or extreme-left statements, anti-Semitism, gender discrimination, vilification of individuals, groups ororganizations.
	Not respecting someone else's opinion. Attacking, humiliating or otherwise vilifying persons and/or organizations.
	Non-substantive comments and comments that have nothing to do with the subject of the article, review or column.
	Meaningless comments like 'hello', 'terrible' and 'top' or just an emoticons/emoji.
	Too dominant presence on the forum, with the aim of provoking other forum participants.
	Threats, fictitious or otherwise, to other site visitors, to MySeries or to prominent individuals. This will be reported, and your personal data will be handed over to the police.
	Endlessly repeating a response with the same tenor and/or cutting and pasting a response and defiling the responses.
	Posting private data about yourself and/or others.
	Irrelevant references to other websites in a response.
	Excessive use of capital letters.

We hope you enjoy commenting on MySeries.tv articles, reviews, columns, series and episodes.
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